
Notes from Police Advisory (Zoom) Community Forum 
January 23, 2021  
2:00 - 4:00 pm 
 
Moderated by Shelby Pierce, Professional Facilitator 
 
After a brief introduction of the meeting purpose, Shelby introduced herself and the meeting 
ground rules -- and asked for participant agreement. 
 
Pastor Anthony then outlined the mission and purpose of the Police Advisory Committee - how it 
was established, representatives and goal to produce a written report for the Village board’s 
review/consideration by April 1, 2021. 
 
The facilitator began by asking participants to state what brought them to the meeting 
today -- or anything that they wanted to share. 
 
One community member expressed praise for the VBM PD -- and wondered why anyone would 
want to consider changing anything. 
 
Another community member indicated that they noticed a new VBM PD police car had a 
traditional “thin blue line” police solidarity symbol on it -- and she has since learned that the 
symbol has been co-opted in recent years by white supremicist groups -- and has concerns it is 
on the car. 
 
A mother in the community member expressed support for police but indicated conflict with her 
younger, liberal daughter who does not share her views.  
 
Another individual indicated that she was a Muslim woman in the community who has been 
repeatedly harassed and subjected to hate crimes-- road rage, being flipped off, chased in 
parking lots and down a one way street. ... She indicated that she reported these incidents to 
the VBM PD (Linda S.) and was treated respectfully and with compassion. 
 
A local mother indicated that her children attended Briarcliff High School and said it was 
unfortunate the DARE program had been suspended there. She felt it had to be positive for the 
students to have interaction with the police.  
 
A young man in the community had also attended BHS and said the DARE and other drug and 
alcohol programs were beneficial. 
 
Participants had difficulty with the facilitators prompt: “In a perfect world, what would a 
successful policing approach look like?” 
 
A young man in the community indicated that the question was good to imagine. He said it 
made him think in terms of  “Building communities based on care.” “Public service based on 



care.” He said that “Police do wield power” and he wondered if it is necessary to have a police 
officer for a routine traffic stop. This speaker also wondered if police needed to be armed when 
pulling cars over for violations. 
 
Some discussion followed on the committee’s intention that these forums be dedicated to 
“listening” to community member needs. 
 
The community member (who had previously identified herself as Muslim) queried “what type of 
(anti-bias) training does our police department receive?  She asked about training (in 
multiculturism -- working with people of different backgrounds, race, ethnicity and religions.) She 
also asked about what kind of training VBM PD receives for dealing with hate crimes. 
 
Another individual, who said he was a resident of a neighboring community but wanted to join 
the call, indicated that his community was in the later phases of completing the report to be 
delivered to its village/town officials -- and reminded us that the report must be presented (and if 
accepted by the governing body) -- approved for vote by April 1, 2021. 
 
The facilitator asked for more interactions with VBM PD. 
 
The facilitator repeated perfect world scenario. 
 
The facilitator asked what the key components should be in VBM PD. 
 
The facilitator asked for recommendations for policing reform. 
 
The individual (from neighboring community) volunteered that he would like to see a higher level 
of community engagement by the police with the community. He asked about accountability 
regarding excessive force by VBMPD. 
 
Another individual stated that they would like to know that their concerns were heard.  
 
Some discussion followed regarding the possibility of future forums and ideas to more-widely 
publicize a future forum to be more inclusive. 
 
The facilitator asked which stakeholders should be involved in any future endeavors. 
 
One community member suggested broader communities should be involved. 
 
Another stated -- definitely inclusion of people of color. 
 
An individual requested that an outcome of this process would be an ongoing community based 
committee to address policing in VBM. 
 



An individual asked if more information/data could be included on the VBMPD website indicating 
what kinds of calls are being answered and what are the needs of the community. 
An individual from another community asked about VBM PD use of force policy and what are 
the parameters for using force. 
 
The Village Manager then reviewed the process his office had undertaken to notice and 
publicize this forum.  
 
A Village Trustee, Sabine Werner, indicated she was on the call and listening. 
 
Further discussion and comtemplation of future forums were discussed. 
 
The forum concluded at 4:00 pm -- with participants directed to the links provided, below. 
 
Some potential “Action Items” to include final reporting 
 

1. School District - Options for engagement 
2. Review of VBM PD image branding - Uniforms and Police Vehicles should all be uniform 
3. Cultural Awareness - Consideration of training platforms to introduce concepts to PD 
4. Communication - are funds available for mailer on VBM PD? 
5. Standing Committee - ongoing oversight -- citizen advisory panel - suggested 

 
 
 
Suggestions from facilitator to improve our future forums if they are to be more 
interactive (as requested by some of participants) 
 

1. Craft thoughtful meeting guidelines -- regarding listening, speaking, recording 
2. Agree to meeting guidelines BEFORE the meeting (how will questions be answered? 

Who will answer questions? Do we want to answer questions?) 
3. Consider limiting speaking time of village manager and committee chair -- unless 

necessary. (We should be listening -- not answering or providing information.) 
 


